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Motivated by the problem of internalizing Enriched Category Theory in a topos. we investigate 
the notion of a lax monad T on a hicategory B for which we can construct the hicategory B’ of 
‘matrices of T-algebras’ and we prove a factorization theorem to this effect. 
Introduction 
The theory of abstract families (see [l. 2. 13. 161) is an essential step in the 
program of developing mathematics over an arbitrary base topos 8. Following 
such a program, category theory itself should be developed over an arbitrary base 
topos; more generally, enriched category theory should a/so be developed over an 
arbitrary base topos. As far as this aspect of the general program is concerned. we 
discuss here an approach somewhat different from but certainly not unrelated to. 
the theories of abstract families quoted above. The main idea is that in order to 
develop the calculus of categories and profunctors internally in a topos 8 we 
would like to have a theory of two-sided fmrilie~; or of matrices of objects of 6 in 
such a way that the main operation is rztatrh ~.zrtftiplicatiotr (we should mention 
that some aspects of this point of view are already contained in [13] and in [4]); in 
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other words, the leading example we take is the bicategory Span(g), rather than 
the fibration over 8 whose fibers over X are the slice categories ‘K/X. Over the 
bicategory Span( i$ ). the bicategory B = Prof(8) of the g-internal categories and 
%-internal profunctors between them can be nicely described by a purely bicate- 
gorical construction as the bicategory of monads in Span(%). Another advantage 
of such a description is that it leads to an elementary characterization of the 
bicategories of the form Prof( 8). for a locally closed, finitely bicomplete category 
g (see [6]). 
What we want to show in the following is that the use of bicategory theory as a 
more structured theory of abstract families can also be helpful in dealing with the 
problem of developing the more general theory of enriched categories over an 
arbitrary base topos. To clarify what we have in mind, consider the following 
basic example: a small Ab-category A with a set X of objects is an (X x X)- 
matrix of abelian groups A(x. y) equipped with two families of linear maps 
c,.,..- : A(x, y)@A(y, z) - A(x, z) and id, : Z + A(x, x) satisfying the usual as- 
sociativity and identity conditions. So, starting with a topos ‘8, how should we 
define an Ab( 8 )-category whose set of objects is parametrized by an object of %’ ? 
Clearly we need to have a notion of families of abelian groups in E parametrized 
by an object X of %, and this is already well understood as an object of the 
category Ab(%‘/X); so, an ‘G-additive category whose object of objects is X must 
be an object of Ab(Z/X x X); but now, how should we define composition? Such 
a family is nothing but an arrow c : AA -+ A in the category of (X x X)-matrices 
of abelian groups. where AA denotes the matrix mcdtiplication 
AA@, 2) = c A(x, y)C3 A(y. z) , 
\ 
so that we need to internalize not only the notion of a matrix of abelian groups, 
but also the notion of matrix multiplication. This will be even more clear as soon 
as we try to internalize the notion of additive profunctor and profunctor composi- 
tion. What we hope is emerging from the above discussion is the need to have an 
extension of the theory of monads Ton a topos %’ for which one can construct the 
bicategory of matrices of T-algebras in the way sketched above as a basis for 
developing enriched category theory over an arbitrary base topos; this at least as 
long as the base symmetric monoidal category is of an algebraic nature. 
We will show in Section 1 that such an extension is provided by the notion of an 
cp indexed monad in the sense of [17] which is monoidal in a way compatible with 
Jre indexing and which moreover is tensored (the tensor satisfying the Beck- 
Chevalley conditionj. 
In Section 2 we will show that an extension of the work of Kock [I 1, 121 will 
provide an equivalent formulation of such a notion simply as a IU,V monad on the 
bicategory Span(E). satisfying some natural conditions. The formal definition of 
such a monad rests on the fact that the data consisting of bicategories with the 
snme class of objects. lax morphisms of bicategories which are idenriries on objecrs 
and oplax natural transformations wlrose comportem on objects are ide/ttities 
constitute a bicategory: the notion of a lax monad is now- simply the ordinary 
notion of a monad in this bicategory. 
In Section 3 we will prove a factorization theorem for a lax monad T in a 
bicategory B under some assumptions true in mo;i of the interesting cases. Such a 
theorem generalizes the work of Guitart (see [S]). in that our construction in the 
one object case gives his. The similarity with the work of Guitart is the fact that 
we stress the ‘tensor’ side of the construction of the category of algebras (which in 
our setting is rather the l-cell composition), whereas the work of Kock quoted 
above is more on the ‘horn’ side. However, our work differs also from the work of 
Guitart not only in the fact that we deal with the many object case (i.e. a 
bicategory rather than a monoidal category), but also in that our definition of 
l-cell composition (‘tensor product’ in Guitart’s case) seems simpler. The proof of 
the main theorem of Section 3 thus also varies from the version in [S]. We should 
mention that our definition of composition. as well as that of a ‘bilinear’ l-cell. 
were essentially suggested by R.F.C. Walters when the first author discussed with 
him the basic idea of the present paper. We also note that Guitart briefly 
considered lax monads in a bicategory [9]. 
The bicategory BT constructed in the factorization should be thought of as (and 
in fact it is in the case B = Span(g)) the bicatcgory of matrices (indexed by 
objects of 8 ) of T-algebras; moreover, the two morphisms of bicategories 
involved in the factorization will provide an example of a clrnrrge of base for 
bicategories which should be taken into ascount by any reasonable abstract 
definition of change of base for bicategories (see [6]). 
1. Indexed monoidal monads 
Let 8 be a category with finite limits viewed as an g-indexed category. so the 
category of X-indexed families is the slice category 8/X which we denote by d.‘. 
The general notion of an indexed monad is well understood (see [ 161) and what 
we want to discuss here is the special case of an indexed monad (T, 7. p) on the 
base category %‘. Thus we assign to each object X of 6 a monad ( T’Y. n”., p”) with 
endo-functor T” : %“y* ZA and natural transformations q’\’ : l,‘-, T”’ and 
pX : (TX)‘- TX, Al compatible with substitution. That is. for each arrow 
(;Y : X-+ Y of 8. the following diagram 
commutes up to an isomorphisrn coherent with composition and associativity; for 
any object y in % ‘, q satisfies (Y *q,, = qf*V, and similarly for p”. Examples of such 
indexed monads are provided by finitaiy g-based algebraic theories (see [lo]) 
where % is a topos with NNO. We wish to mention here two properties that an 
indexed monad on 8 may have. These are conditions on T ensuring that 
(1) the indexed category of algebras, Z?’ (whose category of X-indexed families 
is the category (%‘A)F’ of algebras for TX) is censored (with tensor satisfying the 
Beck-Chevalley condition), and 
(2) the indexed category of algebras has a symmetric monoidal structure 
defined from a monoidal structure on T. The category of algebras is expected to 
be closed when 8 has small horns as an indexed category (8 is locally Cartesian 
closed) and each TX is commutative in the sense of Kock. 
The first propl:rty requires that for each f : X + Y in ‘%. the substitution functor 
f* : (% ‘)“‘---, (‘it?“)‘\ has a left adjoint 
satisfying Beck-Chevalley. Algebras for external finitary theories always satisfy 
this condition (see [14]) as do, more generally. algebras for an internal family of 
operations satisfying an internal family of equations [17]. In general a sufficient 
condition is provided by the following: 
Lemma 1.1. Let T be an indexed monad on a ropes 8 and 8’ the %-indexed 
category of T algebras: if each T” preserves reflexive coequnlizers, then Z? T is 
inrernally cocomplcte, i.e., ir is letuored with the tensor satisfying the Beck- 
Chevaliey condition. 
Proof. The existence of the left adjoint to substitution follows immediately from 
Proposition 2.5 of [17], as does the Beck-Chevalley condition. The important 
point is that coequalizers in a topos are stable under pullbacks. 0 
Notice that the same statement holds merely by assuming that LZ is a left exact 
category with coequalizers preserved by pullbacks. 
The second property requires of T that, for each object X, the category of 
TX-algebras in %‘x ’ 1s (symmetric) monoidal. Given the work of Kock and others 
[8, 11, 121, this amounts to asking that T is an indexed monoidal endofunctor on 
the indexed category %. By this we mean that for each object X in W, (TdY, yx, 
(Y”),~) is a monoidal functor and these are required to be compatible with 
substitution in the indexed category %. That is, there is an arrow 
(Y”)~ : I, * TX!, in ‘Gx, whose domain is the terminal object of % (the identity 
on X-the unit for the Cartesian tensor Froduct) and for z!! c,_h ir. 8“ a zstural 
r;l’.,, : T% x T.‘b + T”(a x b) in Z .‘, all compatible with substitution. An index- 
ed monoida! motlad is an indexed monad whose endofunctor is indexed motzrJida1 
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and whose structural indexed natural transformations q and p arc requ!,, /v-d to be 
indexed monoidal natural transformations. i 
The reader can quickly verify that the (indexed) abelian group rns mad on a 
topos Y: with NNO provides an example with all of the structure envisa ;ed by the 
definition of indexed monoidal monad. 1 F 
Before continuing, we establish some notation. We denote mo/phis:ns of 
bicategories (= lax functors when restricted to 2-categories) by &:a&, e.g., 
(F. 4) : B+ C, where F takes objects to objects and arrows to arrc;ws, and 4 
gives the structure, i.e. we have that for a composable pair a : ,!c-, Y and 
6 : Y+ Z of arrows of B there is #,,(, : FbFa+ Fba, and for every oGject X in B 
there is 4X : l,,y +Fl, which are 2-cells in B and these 2-cells are’ subject to 
equations which may be found in [I]. If (F, d) : B-, C is a morphism of 
bicategories, we denote the local functors on horn catt:gories by 
F(X, Y) : B(X, Y)- C(FX, FY). We note that in the sequel we give little 
attention to the coherent isomorphisms required by the non-strict associative and 
unitary laws for composition in B. We do this preferring to sacrifice strict accuracy 
for readability and remind the reader of [15]. 
Given an indexed endofunctor T on E and considering the bicategory Span( g ) 
of internal matrices of objects of 8 (see, e.g.. [5] for a description of this 
bicategory) we can certainly produce part of the basic data for a morphism of 
bicategories 
T: Span(%)+Span(%) 
by defining T on objects as the identity function and on horn-categories 
Span(%‘)(X, Y) = gtXx”) by 
T(X, Y) = TX”. 
Now we have the following theorem: 
Theorem 1.2. Let T bs an indexed endofunctor on g. lf T is indexed monoidal, the 
above definition extends to a morphism of bicategories. Conversely. if 
(T, T) : Span(g)-+Span(E) 
is a morphism of bicutegories which is the identity on objects and with local 
functors defined by an indexed endofunctor T as abol*e and structure T preserlted hi 
pullback, then T is indexed monoidal. 
Proof. Suppose that (T. y, y”) is an indexed monoidal endofunctor on Y. The 
morphism of bicategories, (T, 7) : Span( % ) ---, Span( ‘6 ). we seek is already defined 
on horn-categories. so we need its structure. T, on ob.jccts and composites. Let .A’ 
be an object of Span(% ). Denoting by id, the identity l-cell for Span(&) 
composition, we seek to define a 2-cell rx : id,,+Tid,. Recall that id, as an 
object of 8 *’ rX is the arrow A, : X-, X x X of F, so we have 
(*I Ai,(id,) G I, , 2Jx(Z,y) = id, and T(id,) = TXxS(Ax) _ 
Using that TX = X, T is indexed, and zJ, { AZ, with back adjunction denoted by 
E, we define 7x to be the composite 
id,y = 
E - 
- 
q.(~x )
2,,.Ts(Az id,V) 
5J,AcT”“x(id,) A T"""(id,) . 
Next. suppose that a in Span(%‘)(X, Y) and b in Span(g)(Y, 2) are composable 
l-cells of Span(%). We seek to define a 2-cell TV,,, : TbTa*Tba. We denote the 
. . 
projectton rr,., : X x Y x Z-X x Y, and similarly 7rx, and 7ryz, so that the 
composite of c1 and b as an object of gxxz is 
Hoping to improve the readability of what follows, for the remainder of this proof 
we denote TSxy by TxY, and so on. Thus 
and 
TbTa = &J& TXY(a) x &T=(b)). 
Denoting the adjunctions for zqyz _I rriz by 17 and E, n&a by c and m*,,b Iry d, 
we define rhrr to be the composite 
Naturality of T in a and b is obvious for the definition, but in order to verify the 
equations required of T,~ and r/,,, as we have defined them, some rather lengthy 
calculations are required. For example, denoting the composite arrow involving 
adjunctions in (ai;*) above by 0, one side of the equation fcr associativity of l-cells 
X--+ Y. Y+ Z and Z+ W is the pasting of 2-cells in the diagram below. 
We display it in order to show that to use the available equations involving y. 
we must essentially be able to commute y and 8 after we have used the indexing 
information. Setting X = Z = W= 1 to simplify the discussion (we can readily 
localize afterwards). the requirements on y on 8 quickly reduce to the equality of 
(X).T,Xl.T”XT(~)(X).TXT.T,,xl~ T*(x)+ x 1 
and 
~,.(x)‘.~xy:‘:.T”xT 
g 1,. (x )l’ . T” x 7-l’. 1 x y” 
Y’ -+. T”.(x)“. 1 x y*: ‘1, T - & . ( x )“. 1 x y”; . 
gxv x c&Y-z x gzw TxTx-r , c&xv x g:z x gzw 
gxz x gzw TX :‘ ,~XZ x gzu 
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in which Y* denotes substitution along Y ---, 1 and (x) denotes binary product. 
Using that y is indexed, and expanding the definition of 8, this finally reduces to 
the observation that 
Y”.(X)‘.(qX l)=~‘(x)y.lx Y”, 
and a similar equation involving E holds. These can easily be verified from the 
construction of the cells in the indexed category 8. 
For the converse, we begin with an endomorphism (T, 7) : Span(%)+Span(%‘) 
such that T(X, Y) = TX’ for X and Y in E’. Using again the isomorphisms at (a) 
and T x : idx+T(idx). we define (y”)” to be essentially AI as in 
““Q I, s Ac(id,)- AGTid, = A~TX”(A,) z TxAz(id,) E TX(Z,) . 
If a and b are in EL’, we use a similar formula to define Y:~. We will view a as in 
Span( %)(X, 1) and b as in Span(%)( 1, X), and we will denote the projections 
a,1r2: XX X-+X so that T,A, = n, Ax = I, and moreover the composite 6a = 
n-:a x n:b. Thus rhrI : TXX(nFa) x fXX(7;;b)-+ Txx(nfa x ?r,*b). Being a right 
adjoint, AZ preserves products, so we denote r$a by c and r,*b by d and define 
YL to be essentially A;(T~(,) as in 
TXa X TXb s T”(AGc) x Tx(Agd) z A:TXXc x AgTXXd 
z A;( TXXc x TXXd) Jkc’h’f’, A;( TXXc x d) 
E TXAi(c X d) E TX(Azc X A:d) z TX(a x 6) . 
To see that y” and y as just defined are indexed is straightforward given the 
requirement that the T’S are preserved by pullback. For example, we have, for 
any a : X+= Y in E, that 
since ((Y x a)* is pulling back, from which (~*(y”)‘g (Y’)~ follows easily. 
Similarly, the equations making the (TX, y*, (y”)X> monoidal are straightforward 
consequences of the equations for T and their preservation by pulling back. Cl 
Remark 1.2 If ((T, y, y“), r]. p) is an indexed monoidal monad, then the 
morphism 01: Span( % ) thus defined has additional structure as we will see in the 
next section, where we call the resulting gadget a lax monad. We note here that 
while symmetry and closedness have so far not been considered, it is clear that the 
families of algebras for a commutative monad are symmetric monoidal closed by 
the results of Kock. 
2. Lax monads 
Here we define and study the situation suggested by the class of examples 
above. For a bicategory B, we consider morphisms of bicategories on B which are 
identity on objects and which have the structure of a monad on each horn 
category. We find conditions sufficient to guarantee that the horn-category 
monads define a monoid in a suitable category of bicategary morphisms and we 
study several examples of these ‘lax monads’. 
Recall that we denote morphisms of bicategories by pairs (F, 4) : B-, C, and 
we will now also need to consider oplax transformations between morphisms. An 
oplax transformation D : (F, c#J)- ( , y ) is given by arrows us : FB-_, GB, for all 
objects 5 in B, and 2-cells Us : a,.F,I + Gfa,, wheneverf : B+ B’ is in B. subject 
to equations again in [l]. Our interest will be in rather special morphisms and 
transformations. These have been chosen to ensure that we obtain a monoidal 
category in which to define our lax monads, and moreover to cover the class of 
examples studied above. 
Proposition 2.1. For any class X the following data determine a bicategory which 
we denote A!(X): 
(1) Objects are bicategories with cla.v.r of objects X. 
(2) One-cells are morphism~ o f k.ip_Tt+-gories which are identity OII objects. 
(3) Two-ceils are oplax transjbrmations whose object components are aN iden- 
tities . 
Proof. We point out first that the well-known difficulties with composition of 
lax-transformations disappear in the situation envisioned. Thus, the compositions 
of l- and 2-cells are the obvious ones. Verification of the axioms is routine. 0 
Definition 2.2. A lax monad on B with objects B, is a monoid in J%(B,)(B, B). 
Of course our motivating example as studied in Section 1 arises when B is 
Span(%) and the monoid in &(Span(%), Span( 8’)) arises from an indexed 
monoidal monad. We will consider the example further below after we give 
criteria for a morphism to be a lax monad. 
Proposition 2.3. sir endomorf;hism (T. r) qf R in &(B,) together with, for every 
pair B, B’ in B, natural transformations 
extends to a lax monad if 
(1) each (T(B, B’L qRR., ,uRR,) is a monad OIZ B(B. B’); 
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(2) for all B, 
(3) iff:B+B’andg:B ‘+ B” are l-cells in B, thr?n 
Conversely, a lax monad dezrmines transformations qes. and pRB, satisfying (I), 
(2) nrtd (3). 
Proof. We show first that locally defined 77 and p satisfying (l), (2), and (3) 
extend to oplax transformations in JU(B,)(B, B). Evidently we define 77 and p to 
have identity object components, and then as already given on l-cells. Thus n is 
compatible with T on identities since it equals T by (2), and on composites by (3). 
To see that p is compatible with T on identities we need, for all objects B, 
but using T~V= qid,, the monad identities, TB = B and pR = 1 R, we get 
Compatibility of p with 7 follows immediately from (3). The monoid equations 
for v and p now follow from (!). 
Conversely, if ((T, T), q, p) is a lax monad we get natural transformations as in 
(1) since TB = B and ne = 1, = pB imply that n/ : f-+ Tf and r-~/ : T’f--t Tf for 
any l-cell f. The monoid equations for n and ,z imply that (T(B, B’), veRS, pBRf) 
are monads on B(B, B’) satisfying (1). Next, since n : l,-, (T, 7) is an oplax 
transformation, for any object B we have 
But no = l,, so the equation reduces to T,, = TV which is (2). Now suppose that f 
and g are composable in B. Naturality of q requires that 
rlgf(rle-, o 1 I<,) = (?~,I.OrlR)(Tg”~~)(rln”lp) * 
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However, since nR” = l,.., the left-hand side is just vgr. while the right-hand side 
similarly reduces to (T~,.)(~~ov~), and this is the first of the equations (3). For the 
other, the requirement that 
reduces to the second equation using pB = 1 B. q 
Example 2.4. We can apply the criterion in the preceding proposition to see that 
an indexed monoidal monad T 01: ti topos ‘8 defines a lax monad in Span( 8 ). 
Indeed, as we saw in Section 1, the indexed monoidal monad determines a 
morphism of bicategories on Span(%). As for (2), this prouerty of a monoidal 
monad was observed by Kock-it is required of any monoidal transformation 
7 : l+ T. The monads (TX”‘, nxxy, pxxy ) in X x Y-families provide the local 
monads in Span(%). The equations (3) follow since 77 and p are monoidal natural 
transformations. Verification of these equations uses techniques imilar to those in 
Theorem 1.2 above. We adopt the notation of that theorem. Consider, for 
example, showing that ~~(~(17~ 07,) = v,,(, for spans a from X to Y and b from Y to 
2, say. That 77 is indexed and r]xyz is monoidal, and hence ~““(q”‘~ X qxrz) = 
rl xyz, quickly allows the problem to be reduced to commutativity of 
in which rl, is an isomorphism from indexing and 8 is the composite involving 
adjunctions for Z?r,vZ _I nzz in (**). This square can be seen to commute by using 
naturality of the adjunctions. the triangle identities and again that ~xyz is 
indexed. We spare the reader the lengthy but routine calculation. 
Example 2.5. Following Walters [20], the bicategory rel(C), for C a locally small 
category, has the same objects as C. l-cells are cribles of spans in C and 2-cells 
are inclusions. A clomre operator on rel(C) was defined by Betti and Carboni [3] 
to be precisely a locally left exact idempotent lax monad. They showed that 
closure operators on rel(C) correspond to Grothendieck topologies on C. For a 
further example in this direction we remark that a quantaloidal nucleus [19] 
generalizes the above. 
Example 2.6. Let % be a finitely bicomplete category and consider the morphisms 
of bicategories 
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Span(%) G$ Span( 8 Op)“ 
defined by pulling back and pushing out. Their composites define (idempotent) 
lax monads D on Span(%) and D’ on Span(8”“)“‘. Checking the required 
equations becomes simple when one notes that D of a span is a relation. Factoring 
D (or D’) as in Theorem 3.6 below, we obtain two equivalent locally ordered 
bicategories, Span( 8)” and (Span( 8 Op)cO)D’. W e will see that arrows in Span(8)D 
are precisely the relations which are the pullback of their pushout (i.e. ‘difunc- 
tional’ relations [7].) The composite of two such is obtained by pulling back, 
pushing out and then pulling back again. Notice that when 8 is a regular category, 
this composition differs from the ordinary composition of relations. When 8 is a 
pretopos, difunctional relations are characterized by the equation R = RROR. In 
the general case (a finitely bicomplete 8) that the difunctional relations form a 
bicategory is a nontrivial consequence of our Theorem 3.5 below. 
3. The main theorem 
In this section, after considering the appropriate definition of bilinear arrow, we 
define a composition of algebras for the local monads given by a lax monad. To 
do this we require the existence of some coequalizers and their preservation by 
the local monads. The composition allows us to define a bicategory of algebras for 
a lax monad, and we show further that this provides a ‘change of base’. 
In the sequel we will need a generalization of a lemma of Kock [II, 12] from 
the one-object case. Let ((T, T), q, p) be a lax monad on B and f and g be 
composable arrows of B. Define 2-cells: 
fk = 7Jrls o Tf) : gTf+ Tgf 9 
+if = 7,JTg o rl,) : (TgP Tgf 7 
y ;, = I+ - T& - t;,,)/ : TgTf+ Tgf 7 
rr 
Y.Cf = 4/ * Tt;, * tiv : TgTf-+ Tgf . 
Lemma 3.1. For any composabfe f and g in B, we have yk, = y$ = 7xf. 
Proof. By the monad axioms and (3) of Proposition 2.2 above, we have 
I 
Y,f = ~~~‘T(~~,)‘T(Tg”rl,)‘~(T,~),‘(r7TRoTf) 
= Psf ’ T(Q) * TT,T/. ’ fg o Trl, * V,.< o ‘I’f .’ 
= 
T~,.CLI:“~~‘T’goTrl~.~T1oT,I 
=7 
.eI 
That y” = 7 is similar. 3 
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The objective now is to define a bicategory of algebras, B*, for a lax monad T. 
The objects will be the same as those of the domain, B, of (T, T) and the horn 
categories will be the Eilenberg-Moore algebras, B(B, B’)T(B.B”, for the local 
monads defined by T. These categories will be denoted B*(B, B’). We will define 
a composition of l-cells (= local algebras) in BT so that it classifies ‘bilinear 
transformations’ in the sense we now define. 
Definition 3.2. Let (f, cp) in B*(B, B’), (g, y) in B*(B’. ll”), (h. v) in B*(B. I?“). 
A 2-cell /3 : gf-, h (in B!) is bilinear if and only if the following diagram 
commutes: 
Lemma 3.3. The diacam of Defkitiorz 3.2 commutes if and oni_y if the following 
diagram commlltes : 
TgTf - 
T@w Th 
Proof. First suppose that /3(rp 0 y) = VT/~ * TV,. Then since y is an algebra struc- 
ture, we have 
Similarly, p( rof) = VT/~ - t:,. Conversely. if the diagram defining bilinear com- 
mutes, then 
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I/ . T/3 - TV, = v - TP - pg/T$ * &), (by the lemma) 
= v . /.L,,T$ . Tr$ - t;,,jl 
= v - T v . T$T$ . t;,,,, (h is an algebra) 
= v. T( v * T/? . c$)‘;~~,~ 
= v. T(P(Y of))f;TRI/ (by hypothesis) 
= v - TPT( yof)~~~~,,-(q~~ 0T.f) (definition of t;,,,/) 
= v. TP a Q-(TY o T~)(v~,< o Tf) 
= Y.TP.~~,(~~~oT~)(YoT~) 
= vT/3$,,(yoTf) 
= P(!74(Y0Tf) (by hypothesis) 
= P(yo’p). 0 
We should remark that the calculation in the preceding proof is esserL.ally fror. 
Guitart [S]. We are now ready to define our composition of l-cells in BT. 
Proposition 3.4. IA (f, cp) be in BT(B. B’) ad (g, y) be fn BTCfi ., B”). Suppose 
thar B(B, LY) has, and T(B, Z?“) preserves, the joinf ioequafizer of 
which is denoted q : Tgf --$ g *f. Then g *f has an algebra structure denoted 
so that (g *f, y 4: cp) classifies bilkear transformations with domairz gf. 
Proof. First, the algebra structure on g *fis the unique fill-in from the upper joint 
coequalizer in the following diagram. In it, all arrows in tht: upper half are T of 
the corresponding arrows in the lower half. All vertical arrows except y * cp are 
/ALIS. 
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Note that all vertical squares commute by naturality of I_L and its associativity. 
Verification of algebra axioms for g *f is straightforward. For example, 
by naturality of 77 and a monad axiom, but q is an epimorphism so y * cp - vy+* = 
1 s*r. We denote the algebra (g, r) *< f, cp). 
Next, we show that if (k. ZJ) is in BT(B, E’), the bilinear transformations 
p : gf -+ h are in bijective correspondence with algebra homomorphisms (g *f, 
y * cp)-, (Iz, v). We begin by showing that q . v,, : gf- t * f is bilinear. To show 
that the upper rectangle in Definition 3.2 commutes we need 
Now 
Similarly, the lower rectangle of Definition 3.2 commutes, so q -v,,. is bilinear. 
From Lemma 3.3 above. it is immediate that copposing a bilinear arrow of B 
with the underlying arrow of an algebra homomorphism defines a bilinear arrow. 
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Thus, if 0 : (g, y) * (f, q)-+ (h, v) is an algebra homomorphism, 
qs/ : gf- h is bilinear. 
Now suppose that /3 : gf-+ h is bilinear (with (h, v) an algebra as 
then 8. q- 
above). We 
wish to find an algebra homomorphism p : ( g, y ) * ( f, v)+ (h, v). We have 
VTP -‘Wv d = WP -(god) 
= vT(v . TP . t[r/) (since 0 is bilinear) 
= VTV - T$ - T& 
= v - p,,T’P - Tt;, ((h, v) is an algebra) 
= vTP - /.Q - Ttk 
and similarly 
vTj3T(yof) = vTP . psrTt’:, , 
so that we get a unique 3 : g*f-, h with & = vTP. This p underlies an algebra 
homomorphism. Moreover, pqq,, = vTP - qgr = vql/3 = p and for a hcmo- 
morphism 8 as above we have 
so that BqqKr = 0. Thus the correspondences defined are mutually inverse. 0 
We need to extend the composition to a horizontal composition, i.e., if 
u : ( f, :p)+ (f ‘, tp ‘) and C+ : (g, y )+ (g’, y ‘) are algebra homomorphisms, we 
need a homomorphism a’*a:(g,y)*(f,cp)--,(g’,y’)*(f’,cp’). The required 
arrow arises entirely straightforwardly (and uniquely) since g *f is a joint coequal- 
izer. Indeed, the reader can easily verify that cr and o’ provide transitions 
between the joint coequalizers defining g *f and g’ *f’ so that u * o’ is defined 
and makes the following square commute: 
Tgf Lg*f 
Trr’w I I i :r ’ *<, 
Tg’f ‘- 
9’ 
g’*f’. 
Now we are ready for the main theorem of this section. 
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Theorem 3.5. Let B be a bicategory and ((T, 7). 7. p) be a lax monad on it. 
Suppose that B has, and T preserves, loca! coequalizers. The following data dejine 
a bicategory which we denote BT: 
(1) objects are those of B; 
(2) for objects B and 8’ of B, the horn category is BT(B, B’); 
(3) composition of l-cells and horizontal composition oi 2-cells are defined by 
the operations (g * f, y * 9) and cr’ * u defined above. 
Proof. After the constructions above, we must identify the identity l-cells and 
then we are left with verification of equations. We must show that the composi- 
tion of l-cells is associative and unitary, that horizontal composition is associative 
and unitary, and that horizontal and vertical compositions of 2-cells satisfy the 
interchange law. 
To begin, the identity for composition of l-cells is the free object on the 
identity l-cell, i.e., for an object B in BT it is (Tl,, p,,). For an indication of 
techniques, we show that composition of l-cells is unitary (on the right--on the 
left being evidently symmetric). Suppose that (f, rp) is in BT(6. B’). We wish to 
show that 
(f, cp)* (Tl,, CL,,) z (f. cp) . 
This can be accomplished by showing that, for any algebra ( g, y ), algebra 
homomorphisms 
(f. (P)*(%? Q+(gr Y) 
are in natural bijection with algebra homomorphisms 
(f? cp)-+ (gy Y) * 
Since the former correspond to bilinear arrows /3 : f Tl, + g, we show that these 
correspond to the latter homomorphisms. Starting from a bilinear /3 : fTls-, g. 
we consider the arrow 
This fi is an algebra homomorphism. Conversely, suppose that 0 : (f, q)+ (g, y ) 
is a homomorphism. Define 8 by 
We note first that since y and TO are algebra homomorphisms, if we show that 
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Tfl,’ (77fCTl/J is a bilinear, then so is 2. Now 
T,,,“YoT~~- VOO:~= 7/,H.T~o~l,1.~~,0T11~ 
= ~/,,‘T%, 
= Tfl,* P~“Pid,3.T~f0T11~ 
= ~f,n.T(7f,,).?i7T,,.TrlloT~lB 
= r*/,,.T(Tf,R).TnlQTIB.TfTl, 1 
so 0 is bilinear. We need to show also that (^) and (-) are mutually inverse. We 
have 
and 
s =~.TP.T(f~rl,,)‘~/,,.(rl~~Tl~) 
= ?‘*TP ‘T~TI~ +‘.f”~n,)hfoTb) 
=Y=W~;W~+/~~T~~) 
= P+~~Tl,)~(rl~~Tl~) 
=p. 
This completes the proof that * is right unitary. We leave the proof that it is 
associative, and t.lat the interchange laws hold to the assiduous reader. For 
associativity, the first requirement is to define a notion of ‘trilinearity’ by analogy 
with bilinearity, and then to show that trilincar 2-cells with domain the triple 
composite are classified by either of the desired associated composites. Cl 
Each local monad T(B, B’) for a lax monad T factors through the local algebras 
BT(B, B’) bv (to establish notation): 
U(B, B’)F(B, B’) : B(B, B')+BT(B, B')+B(B, B’). 
This provides a factorization of T with additional properties: 
Theorem 3.6. Let ((T, 7). 7, CL) be a Inx morzad OII t/la bicaregory B. The 
mot-phisrn (T, r’ fuctors in &(I%,,) as 
(T. T) = (U, u)(F, <b) : B+ BT* B 7 
wirh (F, 4) a homomorphism of bicuregories and F(B, B’) jU(B, B’) for all 
B,B’ in B. 
Proof. The last claim is obvious from the remarks above as soon as we have 
(F, 4) and (U, v) defined. To complete the definition of these we need only 
construct the structures 4 and u so that both parts of 4 are isomorphisms. making 
(F, 4) a homomorphism, and further so that composing 4 and u gives the 
structure T of (T, 7). 
Suppose that B is an object and f and g are composable arrows of B. To define 
C& : lFB--+FIR, we simply recall that the domain of this arrow is the algebra 
(TI,, kd,,j and so is the cL,dornain, so we define 4n to be the identity. To define 
(which we will show to be an isomorphism) we use that we have defined the 
underlying object of its domain (denoted Tg* Tf) using a joint coequalizer 
(Proposition 3.4) with domain T(TgTf). The arrow P,~,. - TrsC : T(TgTf)+ Tgf 
coequalizes the arrows defining Tg * Tf. For example, 
which is the first equation we need-the second is symmetric. Thus we have an 
arrow k : Tg * Tf+ Tgf. Its inverse is 4 . T(v,~ 0 lzr) : Tgf-, Tg * Tf (where 4 is the 
universal coequalizing arrow). Indeed, 4 . T(n,, 0 nf). k = lTpeTI by uniqueness a;id 
Using the definition of k. an equation from Proposition 2.3 and a monad axiom. 
(U, u) is locally the forgetful functor, so to an object B. we detine 
VII - D 1 tIR* Ul, = l,{+Tl, to be q,,,= 7R and to composable algebras (J? qc) and 
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(g, y) we define Us,., ,(f. IFj = 4 - qgf. Thus we have 
U~W+NTLr,l%~ = Q we need only observe that 
that =Z Tl? and to see that 
Verification of the remaining equations is left to the reader. q 
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